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Highlights of Engelberg



 Are you looking for the perfect place for alpine experiences, for the "place to be" for your next outdoor and mountain sports adventure? Welcome! Engelberg is simply the ultimate place for unique mountain experiences, for that perfect moment of happiness that feels big and fascinates you like no other.
 It satisfies the longing to break out of everyday life, to feel yourself and to absorb the fascination of an immense natural arena. That is why we say: THIS IS IT - THIS IS ENGELBERG TITLIS 
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Ski & Snowboard

 Engelberg has just about everything you could wish for in terms of skiing: sporty slopes, sunny runs for connoisseurs and various beginners' and children's slopes - including guaranteed snow! 
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Skitours & Freeride

 With the legendary "Big 5" Engelberg is one of the top freeride destinations in the Alps or even worldwide. The Engelberg Valley also has a lot to offer when it comes to ski tours. 
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Sledding

 A rapid ride on the sledge belongs to the winter vacations like the Älplermagronen to the piste lunch. Discover the different sledge runs! 
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Cross country

 43 kilometres of well-prepared cross-country trails are at your disposal in Engelberg. 
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Family

 Engelberg is the perfect winter sports resort for the whole family. The family-friendly infrastructure, perfect beginner slopes and short distances in the village and on the mountain make it possible for everyone to get their money's worth! 
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Hiking & snowshoe tours

 Walk through snow-covered forests, gentle mountain slopes or the sun-kissed plateaus above the tree line. Enjoy absolute silence and crystal clear mountain air. 
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TITLIS Highlights

 3,020 meters of altitude and snow fun all year round! Experience a great day on the TITLIS and enjoy breathtaking views and many attractions on or in the mountain! 





Meeting & Incentive

 Experience an unforgettable business meeting or event in this breathtaking mountain world. The Meeting & Incentive Team will be happy to assist you in planning it. 
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Culture & Traditions

 Find out everything about the history of the monastery village, how tourism came to Engelberg, how the history of bobsleigh was written and how the small mountain village became a world-famous alpine destination. 
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Village & Infrastructure

 What is there to discover and experience in the village of Engelberg? Here you can find out what to expect on a tour of the village and which store you can find where. 
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All summer activities

 In summer you will find one of the most beautiful "natural sports fields" in the Alps in Engelberg. Discover the variety of outdoor activities here! 
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Hiking

 From leisurely to sporty and easy to high alpine - 500 km of hiking trails promise unforgettable tours against an impressive mountain scenery! 
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Bike

 Experience the perfect bike vacation in the Engelberg region, with its large network of varied bike trails suitable for all abilities and preferences. 





Via ferrata/ climbing

 Six varied via ferrata in various degrees of difficulty, 8 climbing crags and countless alpine routes can be found in the climbing eldorado Engelberg. 





Alpine cheese trail

 Would you like to go on an enjoyable hike around Engelberg, on which you will visit seven alpine cheese dairies, taste fine mountain cheese directly on site and enjoy a beautiful mountain panorama at all times? 
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Blog

 Take a look behind the scenes of the monastery village in our blog and find out what is currently happening in and around Engelberg! 
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Sustainability

 Engelberg is continuously committed to the efficient use of energy, climate protection, renewable energies and environmentally friendly mobility. 
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News & Events



 What's new from Engelberg, which event should you book and what are the season highlights? Throughout the winter, Engelberg offers you numerous possibilities to experience a lot on and off the slopes. Let yourself be inspired! 
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Early Bird wins
 Book a ski ticket 
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ÖKK Bike Revolution
 31 May - 2 June 2024 
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Globi's & Schmuggli's Kids Festival
 19-21 July 2024 













 All Events 

May we introduce ourselves?



 Watch the video and get to know Engelberg better. 









Packages and special offers



 Are you looking for inspiration and attractive offers for your vacation or short trip in Engelberg? Find the right package here and benefit from the price advantage compared to a single booking of the services! 















 All Hotels 

 All Packages 

 All vacation apartments 

Courses and Experiences



 Do you want to learn a sport or improve your technique? Maybe you would like to start with a beginner's course or you just want to experience something new and have fun? Then let Engelberg's variety and possibilities inspire you! 
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Various ski courses
The effective and optimally adapted lessons!
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Guided tour of the monastery
 From   From  12.00 CHF
Every Tuesday, Thursday & Saturday














 All bookable experiences 

5 reasons for Engelberg



 Why should you plan your vacations or your next day trip to Engelberg? If you love the Alps, you will find a mountain sports eldorado that is second to none, both in winter and summer. In short, Engelberg is your first choice for the following reasons: 
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Reason 1:
Quick accessibility
In one hour's drive from Zurich to Engelberg and only 30 minutes later you are standing on the TITLIS, ready for the first departure of the day. If you come by plane, you can make it to the mountain with a morning flight before lunch.
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Reason 2:
Snow guarantee
The TITLIS glacier and the ski area of the same name offer you absolute snow guarantee from October to May and, thanks to abundant rainfall, optimal conditions.
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Reason 3:
Modern infrastructure
Modern mountain railroads, various sports and leisure facilities, attractive shopping facilities and restaurants, the free local bus as well as short distances in the village guarantee 100% vacation fun.
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Reason 4:
Close to Lucerne
In 30-45 minutes you can reach the Lake Lucerne Region. The beautiful old town of Lucerne as well as numerous sights can be visited on a day trip - lunch by the lake included!
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Reason 5:
Casual Lifestyle
Engelberg radiates a casual sporty flair that attracts outdoor enthusiasts from all over the world. It is the mix of versatile indoor and outdoor leisure activities, hip bars, stores and mountain sports schools that offer you a unique vacation experience.
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ENGELBERG SOCIAL-STREAM



 Here you find Instagram posts about #Engelberg 
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TOURIST INFORMATION:
Engelberg-Titlis Tourismus AG
 Hinterdorfstrasse 1
 CH-6390 Engelberg
[email protected]
 +41 41 639 77 77 
Open hours
To the overview


ENGELBERG-TITLIS TOURISMUS AG
Direktion, Finanzen, Marketing
 Klosterstrasse 3
 Postfach 149
 CH-6391 Engelberg


SOCIAL ENGELBERG
Discover and follow us on our social network channels!


	
	
	
	
	
	



ADDITIONAL LINKS
Sustainability in Engelberg
Subscribe newsletter
About us
Annual report
Media
Publishing information
Data protection regulation
AGB's





Copyright © 2024 Engelberg-Titlis Tourismus AG. Alle Rechte vorbehalten
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	 Activities 
& attractions 
	 Accommodation 
& Restaurants 
	 Cable Cars 
& Prices 
	 News 
& Events 
	 Meeting 
& Incentive 
	 Arrival 
& Service 
	 Blog 


Winter

	Hiking & Snowshoe Tours
	Ski Tours & Freeride
	Ski & Snowboard
	Cross-Country Skiing
	Sledding
	Families
	All Winter activities



Ski Tours & Freeride

	The Big 5
	The High 5




All year around

	TITLIS Highlights
	Culture & Traditions
	Wellbeing
	Sportingpark
	Benedictine Monastery
	Paraglide
	Cinema
	Horse-drawn carriage rides
	Bad weather program
	Lake Lucerne Region
	All year activities




Bookable experiences



Group Experiences



Hiking highlights

	Ridge hike Stanserhorn-Engelberg
	Alpine cheese trail
	Buiräbähnli Safari
	4-Lakes Trail
	Walenpfad trail




Summer

	Biking
	Hiking
	Via ferrata / climbing
	Golf
	Trailrunning
	Swimming
	Families
	Recharge batteries
	Little Patagonia
	Holiday Tips
	More Summer activities












Hotels
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Gastronomy
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Apartments
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Packages & Deals
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All lodging

	Jurtenberg
	Group Accommodation
	Camping
	Youth Hostel "Berghaus"
	Apartments on request
	Mountain Lodges
	Private Rooms
	Bed & Breakfast




Guest Card












Titlis
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Brunni
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Fürenalp
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Bannalp
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Cable Cars

	Titlis
	Brunni
	Fürenalp
	Bannalp
	"Buiräbähnli" Cable ways




 Prices & Tickets 

	Prices Winter
	Prices Summer
	Webshop Destinations Abos
	Buy Skitickets
	Webshop Titlis Tickets
	Webshop Brunni-Tickets
	Further passes/tickets
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Exhibitions
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ÖKK BIKE REVOLUTION
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Your Event
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Seminar Hotels
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All from one source
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Special Locations
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Contact
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Social Program
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Teambuilding
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Tourist Info 
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Sustainability
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Location & Arrival
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Free Bus
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Free WiFi access in Engelberg 



Prospects



Vouchers for Engelberg



Village & Infrastructure



Guest Card




Press & Media



MEDICAL EMERGENCY












Engelberger Blog
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Summer Treats Magazine
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Engelberg magazine
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